## Fix It!

### Overview
Mechanics can address questions and find helpful information on the best way to fix car troubles by posting blogs and pictures on Windows Live Writer.

### Objective
Given a computer with Windows Live Writer, mechanics from a local body shop will look up information on how to fix a certain car properly and post pictures of that car. The development of the blog will allow the mechanics to find support and suggestions for successfully fixing a variety of car problems.

### Standards
- 12.4.9: Use technology for all aspects of creating, revising, editing, and publishing.
- 12.5.7: Use precise technical or scientific language when appropriate for topic and audience.
- 12.6.2: Produce writing that shows accurate spelling and correct punctuation and capitalization.

### Materials
- Computer with Internet access
- Windows Live Writer

### Procedure
- Inform the mechanics of the new resource at their disposal for finding information on car troubles
- Teach everyone how to post and edit on Windows Live Writer
- Make sure the mechanics are taking advantage of the blog to ask and find needed information

### Evaluation
A blog filled with answered questions and helpful hints will result in the success of fixing a variety of car troubles by the mechanics using the blog.